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Oxfordshire Schools Forum 
13 November 2019 

National Funding Formula 2020-21 
Schools, High Needs, Central Services Block – outcome of local Consultation and way 

forward 
 
            

Settings Sector  Voting Entitlement (for decision papers only) 
Academies  Foundation Stage  PVI Representative  

Maintained Schools  Primary  16-19 Representative  

PVI Nurseries  Secondary  COTO Representative  

Special Schools  Special  Maintained Primary School Representatives  

Local Authority  16+  Academy Primary School Representatives  

Schools Forum  High Needs  Maintained Secondary School 
Representatives 

 

    Academy Secondary School Representatives  

    Pupil Referral Unit Representative  

    Special School Representatives  

    Nursery Representative  

 
 

1. Item for Information and Decision 
  
2. Purpose of Report  

  
2.1  To request Schools Forum to support the continuation of the 

implementation of the National Funding Formula.  
 
2.2 To request Schools Forum to agree to the transfer from the Schools Block 

to the Central Schools Services Block. 
 
2.3 To request Schools Forum to agree to the transfer from the Schools Block 

to the High Needs Block and the value of this. 
 
2.4  This report will be updated at the meeting with a summary of schools’ 

responses to the County Council consultation on the Oxfordshire Schools 
Funding Formula for 2020-21 and including the outcome of the specific 
questions on the transfer between blocks. Schools have until midnight on 
Monday 11th November to respond.  

 
3. Oxfordshire Funding Formula: Consultation 

 
3.1 Schools Forum is a statutory consultee for formula changes. This paper 

outlines the responses from consultation with schools and asks School 
Forum to consider the recommendations above to meet statutory 
deadlines.  

 
3.2 The Oxfordshire Funding Formula consultation was released on Monday 

October 21st and runs until Monday 11th November.  
 
3.3 The consultation document, which includes the questions is included at 

Annex A. In summary, the key consultation questions cover the following: 
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a) Formal consultation to confirm the Funding Formula for 2020-21. 
Oxfordshire had previously consulted and received agreement to a 
formula that is as closely aligned to the National Funding Formula as 
possible. 

 
b) technical questions on Minimum Funding Guarantee and Mobility 

 
c) Consideration of how to adjust the formula if full implementation is 

unaffordable or if there is residual funding  
 

d) Consultation on the transfer from the Schools block to the Central 
Schools Service block 

 
e) Consultation on the transfer of 0.5% of the School Block funding to 

support the High Needs block. 
 

3.4 Schools Forum is asked to consider its response to the consultation. 
 

Responses from the consultation with schools will be tabled on the 
day as Annex B. 

  
4. Funding Formula 2020-21  
 

4.1  The unit values of the National Funding formula (NFF) are attached at 
Annex 1 of the consultation document. for ease of reference.  Schools 
Forum is asked to note that the Unit Values will be reviewed and updated 
once Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG) allocations are confirmed for 2020-
21 and revised datasets are issued by the DfE for all Schools in December 
2019. The funding pro forma to be submitted to the DfE by 21 January 
2020 will include the revised allocations. 

 
4.2  In setting the funding formula for 2020-21, there is a risk that full 

implementation of the National Funding Formula is restrained by 
affordability. The key risks are the allocation in the national formula for 
pupil growth of new schools and premises, as rates are funded at actual 
levels. If there is a shortfall in overall funding, the Local Authority will adjust 
the formula to accommodate any shortfall.   

 
5.  Consultation: Transfer to other Blocks 
 

5.1  Dedicated School Grant (DSG) to Local Authorities is allocated in blocks. 
There are blocks of funding for Early Years, Schools, High Needs and 
Central School Services. The blocks are ringfenced for 2020-21 (meaning 
funding can only be spent on the services/provisions covered by the 
blocks).   

 
However, the DfE guidance allows for some transfer between blocks as 
stated below: 
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 The Schools Block will be ring-fenced in 2020 to 2021, but local 
authorities will retain limited flexibility….. to transfer up to 0.5% of their 
Schools Block funding into another block, with the approval of their 
schools forum.  

 

 To make such a transfer, local authorities should consult with all local 
maintained schools and academies and the schools forum should take 
into account the views of the schools responding before giving their 
approval.  

  
5.2   Within the Operational Guidance, the DfE lists the expected evidence that 

will be presented to Schools Forum to enable a decision on transfer to the 
High Needs block to take place. The required evidence is listed and 
explained below: 

 
a) Details of any previous movements between blocks 

 
In 2019-20, a request was made to the Secretary of State to move 
£1.8m (0.5%) from the Schools block to High Needs. This was agreed 
with the Minister requesting an adjustment to Minimum Funding 
guarantee that reduced the net transfer to £1.6m. 
  

b) Full breakdown of the specific pressures that have lead to a 
requirement for a transfer…important that any changes in the provision 
for mainstream school pupils with high needs are highlighted. 
 
The consultation shows growth in all settings in terms of numbers 
supported of 30% since 2015-16 and an increase in cost of 54% over 
the same timeframe. There has been an increase in numbers across 
all settings including mainstream schools. The increase in the use of 
independent school places is the main reason for increased spend. 
This is because local special schools are full. In addition, the increased 
needs of the learner alongside increased parental expectations means 
that there is escalation to higher cost provision. 
 

c) Strategic financial plan setting out how the local authority plans to bring 
high needs expenditure to levels that can be sustained within 
anticipated high needs funding level. 

 
The SEND Sufficiency of Places Strategy agreed at Cabinet in 
December 2018 sets out the Local Authority plan and capital 
investment to increase local capacity. The Council is working with 2 
other Local Authorities on the Valuing SEND programme to capture 
SEND need and to move to revised funding bands to provide 
appropriate support to pupils within settings as explained in detail at 
the October Schools & High Needs Sub-committee.  
 
 
The impact of increasing Special School and Resource Base places 
has been modelled and could bring the High Needs expenditure close 
to the available budget within the medium term, if demand stabilises in 
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line with the rate of population growth, however, the growth in High 
Needs Learners continues to exceed population growth.  

As the DfE is consulting that any deficit an authority may have on its DSG 
account is expected to be carried forward, and does not require to be covered 
by the authority’s general reserves, there will need to be further work on the 
DSG recovery plan to be submitted on 30 June. The options for recovery of 
the deficit are limited in the short term as High Needs learners are already in 
the “system” and some will continue in education until the age of 25  
 

 
d) Collaborative and partnership, contributions from health and social 

care 
 
In expanding the available places for resource bases and special 
schools, the sector has worked closely together. Contributions from 
Health & Social Care are agreed at panel meetings when specialist 
provision is agreed.  

 
e) How any additional high needs funding would be targetted to……….. 

support the inclusion of children with SEN in mainstream schools 
 
Additional funding in 2020-21 would be used to support the transition 
towards revised top-up banding rates across settings as it is likely that 
dual running of the existing top-up system and the new top-up 
arrangements will need to be in place. This would support additional 
help for children earlier both at SEN support level and for those 
children with an EHC plan.  
 
 

f) The impact on School budgets is set out in the consultation. A transfer 
of 0.5% would be £1.97m which equates to about £23 per pupil (based 
on estimated October 2019 census data). 

 
 

g) The outcome of the consultation with schools will be presented at this 
meeting 

 
5.3  In the event of a decision to support the transfer, the response to the 

question in the consultation will be considered to arrive at the most 
equitable method.  

 
5.4  In the event of a decision NOT to support the transfer, it is likely that the 

Council will appeal to the Secretary of State. 
 
 

6.  Recommendations  
 

6.1  School Forum are recommended to: 
 

a) to support the continuation of the implementation of the National 
Funding Formula.  
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b) to agree to the transfer from the Schools Block to the Central Schools 

Services Block. 
 
c)  to agree to the transfer from the Schools Block to the High Needs 

Block and the value of this. 
 
 

 
7. Equal Opportunities Implications and Impact on Equality Groups  
 

7.1 Where the LA continues to have discretion in the funding decisions made, 
it will continue to give priority to the needs of vulnerable pupils and the 
Council’s aims of raising attainment, narrowing the attainment gap and 
safeguarding children. 

 
8. Future Review by Forum: On-going  
 
9. Contact Details of Lead Officer/Author  
 

 
If you have any queries or comments in advance of the Schools 
Forum meeting about this report, please contact: 
 
Name: Sarah Fogden, Finance Business Partner for Children, 
Education & Families 
Telephone Number: 07557 082613  
Email Address: sarah.fogden@oxfordshire.gov.uk 

 

mailto:sarah.fogden@oxfordshire.gov.uk

